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Purpose: To investigate the clinical value of hysteroscopy with chromopertubation (HSC) in infertile patients with hysterosalpingo-
graphy (HSG) evidence of abnormal tubal patency.
Methods: The study consisted of 296 patients. HSG was performed as a preliminary test for the evaluation of fallopian tube status. 
Patients who desired to conceive naturally were treated with HSC in the next month or followed-up without additional treatment. The 
primary outcome was natural clinical pregnancy within 12 months after the procedure.
Results: In total, the number of clinical pregnancies was estimated to be 70 of 143 (48.95%) clinical pregnancies with management by 
HSC and 65 of 153 (42.48%) pregnancies with management comprising follow-up without additional treatment, and this was not 
significantly different (Log rank test, P = 0.516). Subgroup analysis showed that among women with bilateral abnormalities by HSG, 
patients receiving management with HSC tended to have a higher probability of pregnancy throughout the follow-up period than 
women without HSG (Log rank test, P = 0.005). No corresponding significant difference was found for women with a unilateral 
abnormality (P = 0.674).
Conclusion: HSC shows potential fertility improvement value for infertile patients with tubal factors. HSC may be complementary to 
HSG and could be incorporated as a modality of the fertility work-up.
Keywords: hysteroscopy, chromopertubation, hysterosalpingography, pregnancy, tubal patency

Introduction
Approximately 25% of couples actively attempting to become pregnant suffer from infertility in China.1 Given that tubal 
pathology is one of the main causes of female infertility, with a prevalence of up to 30%,2–4 evaluation of the fallopian 
tubes is a standard part of the fertility work-up. Currently, hysterosalpingography (HSG) is considered the first-choice 
tubal patency test in the work-up of infertile couples.5,6 Afterwards, diagnostic laparoscopy with chromopertubation may 
be the next step based on the HSG result.7–9 This procedure can achieve direct visualization of the fallopian tubes, and it 
not only is considered the gold standard for assessing tubal patency but also may have a treatment effect on future 
fertility improvement due to the tubal flushing step regardless of the hysteroscopy itself.10,11 However, the disadvantage 
of laparoscopy is that it is invasive and expensive.
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Notably, in recent years, several studies have demonstrated that hysteroscopic procedures with either laparoscopy or 
pertubation could also play a possible role in the tubal patency assessment,12–14 with less invasion, lower costs and 
a similar assessment accuracy to that of the laparoscopic method.14 In the clinic, hysteroscopy with chromopertubation 
(HSC) could be performed as confirmation of true patency after HSG and as management of tubal obstruction by tubal 
cannulation under hysteroscopic guidance and subsequent injection of methylene blue into the tubal ostium.

To our knowledge, scant research has been published regarding the implementation of HSC after HSG during the 
fertility work-up. Therefore, we conducted a prospective comparative study to investigate the clinical value of HSC 
followed by HSG in the management of infertile women, with the natural pregnancy rate within one year of follow-up as 
the primary outcome. Given the reported discordance between HSG and hysteroscopy, the agreement rate of the above 
two procedures in our study population was also evaluated.

Methods
Study Population
The present study was a prospective comparative study conducted at the infertility gynaecology clinic of Women and 
Children’s Hospital, School of Medicine, Xiamen University. The study was carried out from November 2019 to 
February 2021. The medical ethics committee of Xiamen University approved the study (KY-2022-019-K01). This 
study was performed in compliance with the “Declaration of Helsinki”. The confidentiality and anonymity of the data 
and the voluntariness of participation were assured.

Women who underwent HSG in the evaluation of primary or secondary infertility were invited to participate in the 
study. The following patients were excluded: patients who had already undergone the surgery of one or both fallopian 
tubes; patients with anovulatory cycles not responding to ovulation induction or suspected diminished ovarian reserve 
(DOR); patients with ultrasonic evidence of uterine anomalies or lesions; patients with endometriotic cysts on ultra-
sonography or an obvious clinical sign suggestive of severe pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) or severe endometriosis; 
severe male factor infertility (total motile sperm count <106/mL); or a known iodine contrast allergy. After HSG, patients 
who were suspected of having uterine anomalies, intrauterine lesions, severe PID, bilateral tubal patency or severe 
bilateral tubal occlusion/hydrosalpinx were excluded. Patients who desired to conceive naturally were offered two 
strategies for subsequent treatment according to their willingness: follow-up without additional treatment or hysteroscopy 
with chromopertubation in the next month. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient. Data on parameters 
including age, body mass index, smoking status, primary or secondary infertility, HSG and hysteroscopy findings were 
recorded.

Procedures
HSGs were performed by gynaecologists between days 7 and 10 of the menstrual cycle. All HSG films were reviewed 
and interpreted by the same investigator. Five to 10 millilitres of lipid-soluble contrast medium (Ethiodized Poppyseed 
Oil Injection, Hengrui, Jiangsu, China) was injected into the uterine cavity with a catheter under sterile conditions. No 
premedication or prophylaxis was given. According to the obtained radiographs, the patency of the tube could be divided 
as follows: patency, defined as opacification of all fallopian tube segments, subsequently free of intraperitoneal spill; not 
so patent, defined as opacification of all fallopian tube segments, with delayed subsequent free intraperitoneal spill after 
pressurization; and occlusion, defined as opacification of a portion of the fallopian tube segments without subsequent free 
intraperitoneal spill (Figure 1).

All hysteroscopic procedures were either performed or supervised by experts in infertility surgery experienced in 
hysteroscopy. Surgical procedures were conducted as outpatient surgeries under intravenous anaesthesia. The hystero-
scopic procedure was performed during the early follicular phase of the menstrual cycle. All patients received 
antibiotics for prophylaxis to prevent secondary pelvic inflammatory disease. Hysteroscopy examination was performed 
using a rigid 0° optic with a 5.2-mm external sheath (Shenda, Shenyang, China). Distention was performed using 
normal saline solution at a pressure of 100 to 110 mmHg. A plastic catheter (KangGe, Shanghai, China) was inserted 
through the operating channel, and its tip was placed at the tubal ostium. Through the catheter, 2 to 20 millilitres 
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methylene blue dye (Gentamicin Sulfate Injection 2.0 millilitres/80,000 units, Dexamethasone Sodium Phosphate 
Injection 0.5 millilitres/2.5 milligrams, Lidocaine Hydrochloride Injection 2.5 millilitres/0.05 grams, 
Methylthioninium Chloride Injection 1 millilitre/10 milligrams, and normal saline 20 millilitres) was injected slowly. 
According to the resistance and image during injection, the patency of the tube could be divided into patency, defined as 
no resistance during injection, where the catheter became blue because of the methylene blue dye flowing inside of it 
and normal colour of the endometrium; not so patent, defined as injection with resistance but with the catheter becoming 
blue because of the methylene blue dye flowing inside of it and the normal colour of the endometrium; and occlusion, 
defined as injection not possible because the uterine cavity became blue and because of backflow of methylene blue dye 
(Figure 2). The entire procedure was repeated on the other side. Surgical treatment was also performed if intrauterine 
pathology was detected incidentally.

Outcomes
The primary outcome for the comparison of the two strategies was natural clinical pregnancy (defined as an intrauterine 
gestational sac detected on ultrasonography) within 12 months after the procedure. Censoring events were as follows: 
inability to conceive spontaneously at the last date of follow-up, referral to assisted reproductive technology during 
follow-up, or loss to follow-up. The secondary outcomes were concordance in the evaluation of tubal patency between 
HSG and hysteroscopy. Women with polycystic ovary syndrome continued with ovulation induction. Data were collected 
monthly until 12 months after the procedure.

Statistical Analysis
We used IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 24.0 (Armonk, NY: IBM Corp) to conduct the statistical analysis. 
The chi-square test or Fisher’s exact probability method was used to compare differences between groups. Cohen’s kappa 
coefficient analysis was used to evaluate the consistency of the research methodology. A Kaplan‒Meier survival curve 
was constructed to determine the time-based rate of natural pregnancy. The curves of the two groups were tested by using 
the Log rank test. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Figure 1 Diagnosis of fallopian tube pattern by hysterosalpingography (HSG). (A) Patency. (B) Not so patent. (C) Occlusion (unilateral).

Figure 2 Diagnosis of fallopian tube patency by hysteroscopy with chromopertubation (HSC). (A) Patency. (B) Not so patent. (C) Occlusion.
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Results
The General Characteristics of Patients
A total of 296 women and with a history of infertility who underwent HSG were included in this study (Figure 3). 
The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 45 years. Among them, 143 women received hysteroscopy with 
chromopertubation (HSC) in the next month following HSG and were assigned to the study group (Group: HSG 
+HSC). Additionally, there were 153 women in the control group (Group: HSG alone). Table 1 presents the baseline 
characteristics of the two groups.

Figure 3 Study flow chart.

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics

Characteristics All Women (296) HSG Alone (153) HSG+HSC (143) P

Age, years 30.58(4.26) 30.21(4.41) 30.98(4.07) 0.120

BMI, kg/m2 23.36(3.42) 23.44(3.58) 23.28(3.25) 0.681

Current smoker 25(8.45) 17(11.11) 8(5.59) 0.088
Primary infertility 164(55.41) 85(55.56) 79(55.24) 0.957

Secondary infertility 132(44.59) 68(44.44) 64(44.76)

HSG findings
Unilateral abnormality 195(65.88) 119(77.78) 76(53.15) <0.01

Bilateral abnormality 101(34.12) 34(22.22) 67(46.85)
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Comparison of HSG and HSC in the Evaluation of Fallopian Tube Patency
The comparison of the HSG and HSC evaluation results of tubal patency is shown in Table 2. The agreement of tubal 
evaluation between HSG and HSC was 42.66%. There was no statistically significant (P value <0.001) agreement 
between HSG and hysteroscopy (k value = 0.128). The patency of the tube that could be evaluated by hysteroscopy 
seemed higher than that with HSG (68.18%, 195 out of 286 vs 26.57%, 76 out of 286). Additionally, four cases with 
endometrial polyps, 2 cases with uterine septum/subsetum, and 5 cases with intrauterine adhesion were detected 
incidentally and treated during hysteroscopy, even though the HSG showed normal uterine contour.

Pregnancy Outcomes
In total, clinical management of HSG alone was estimated to lead to a clinical pregnancy in 65 of the 153 women 
(42.48%) and management by HSG+HSC did so in 70 of the 143 women (48.95%). There was no significant difference 
in the cumulative clinical pregnancy rates of the two groups (P = 0.516). Among all women, there were 2 cases of ectopic 
pregnancies, 5 cases of biochemical pregnancies and 3 cases of stillbirths. In addition, 32 cases were referred to ART, and 
17 cases were lost to follow-up (Table 3).

The cumulative clinical pregnancy rates for the women with different management strategies were compared, and no 
statistically significant differences were found (Figure 4A). Subgroup analysis based on HSG findings regarding 
unilateral or bilateral abnormalities was also performed. Unilateral abnormality was defined as one tube with patency 
and the other tube being not so patent or occluded, while bilateral abnormality was defined as both tubes being not so 
patent or occluded. Among the 101 patients with bilateral abnormalities by HSG, women being managed by HSG+HSC 
tended to have a higher probability of pregnancy throughout the follow-up period than women being managed by HSG 
alone (Log rank test, P = 0.005)(Figure 4B). There was no corresponding significant difference between the two groups 
among the 195 patients with unilateral abnormality (P = 0.674) (Figure 4C).

Table 2 Comparison Between the Evaluation of the Tube by Hysterosalpingography 
(HSG) and Hysteroscopy with Chromopertubation (HSC)

HSG HSC P Kappa

Patency Not So Patent Occlusion Total

Patency 65 10 1 76 <0.01 0.128
Not so patent 117 48 9 174

Occlusion 13 14 9 36

Total 195 72 19 286

Table 3 Outcome During Follow-Up

Outcomes All Women (296) HSG Alone (153) HSG+HSC (143)

Intrauterine pregnancy 135(45.61) 65(42.48) 70(48.95)

Biochemical pregnancy 5(1.69) 2(1.31) 3(2.10)

Stillbirths 3(1.01) 2(1.31) 1(0.70)
Ectopic pregnancy 2(0.68) 0(0.00) 2(1.40)

Referral to ART 32(10.81) 20(13.07) 12(8.39)

Loss to follow up 17(5.74) 8(5.23) 9(6.29)
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Discussion
HSG with oil contrast might enhance fertility given the underlying mechanism that oily medium will flush debris and 
dislodge mucus plugs from undamaged tubes.15 However, the subsequent fertility outcome still remains fair, with 
a reported ongoing pregnancy rate of 39.7% after hysterosalpingography with oil contrast.16 Given the potential positive 
effect of hysteroscopy on the chances of achieving a pregnancy,17 treatment with hysteroscopy with chromopertubation 
in the next month was offered and performed according to patients’ willingness in our clinic.

The findings of our study demonstrate that hysteroscopy with chromopertubation after HSG may serve as an effective 
management strategy in the work-up of infertile women, enabling a higher clinical pregnancy rate within one year of 
follow-up than HSG alone, especially in patients with suspected bilateral HSG abnormalities. To our knowledge, no 
study has addressed the issue of hysteroscopy with chromopertubation in terms of improving the pregnancy outcomes of 
infertile women who undergo HSG. Carta17 et al reported that the pregnancy rate within six months after hysteroscopy 
with chromopertubation in infertile women was 27%. Even though the included patients did not undergo HSG prior to 
hysteroscopy, they also demonstrated an improvement in fertility outcome after hysteroscopy with chromopertubation, 
which is in concordance with our results to some extent. The fertility-enhancing effect may be explained by the following 
presumed mechanisms: hysteroscopy chromopertubation could be considered as another tubal flushing following oil- 
based HSG and may function to enhance cilia movement, easing the transition of gametes through the fallopian tube.18 In 
addition, hysteroscopy examination could detect and manage a number of incidental findings of uterine pathology,19 

which may affect fertility missed by HSG.
Additionally, our findings suggested that the agreement between HSG and hysteroscopy for the assessment of tubal 

patency was poor. A previous study demonstrated that selective pertubation with office hysteroscopy is a useful method 
for the assessment of tubal patency, with 82.9% accuracy and a positive predictive value of 87.5% compared with the 
laparoscopic method taken as the reference.14 On the other hand, Tan et al20 concluded that the positive predictive value 
of HSG for detecting patency or occlusion for both tubes was 87.2% and the kappa value was 0.898 [95% CI (0.838, 
0.937), p < 0.001] compared to laparoscopy as the gold standard. The aforementioned two studies both indicate that the 
diagnostic accuracy of HSG and hysteroscopy for tube patency was clear. However, no researchers have compared the 
agreement of HSG and hysteroscopy alone or with laparoscopy taken as the gold standard reference. Our results that 
hysteroscopy seems to evaluate a more patent tube than HSG may be explained by tubal flushing with oil-based contrast 
prior to hysteroscopy15,21 and direct visualization and catheterization through the ostia under the guidance of hystero-
scopy, potentially reducing cornual spasm with general anaesthesia.22

Our study also has some limitations. The modest sample size from a single hospital potentially limits the general-
izability of the results, preventing us from conducting further investigation. In addition, some women in our study were 
referred to assisted reproductive technology (ART) during follow-up, which is uncontrollable and may also affect our 
results since we evaluated only the natural clinical pregnancy rate.

Figure 4 Time to clinical pregnancy for the management of hysterosalpingography (HSG) and hysteroscopy with chromopertubation (HSC) compared to HSG+follow-up. 
(A) Among all women (N=296). (B) Among women with bilateral abnormalities by HSG (N=101). (C) Among women with unilateral abnormalities by HSG (N=195).
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In summary, this study showed that hysteroscopy with chromopertubation made a positive contribution to the 
improvement of female infertility and may increase the chances of achieving a natural pregnancy. Hysteroscopy with 
chromopertubation could be recommended for infertile patients with abnormal tubal patency in clinical practice.
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